TensorFlow Education Stipend

Details to Apply

THE LAST DAY TO APPLY FOR A STIPEND IS MARCH 1 2024
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Stipend overview

We believe strongly in widening access to people of diverse backgrounds, experiences, geographies, and perspectives to transform the way machine learning and its applications evolve. We’re excited to offer a limited number of stipends for the educational material and/or the exam cost in order to achieve this goal.

If this resonates with you, you are welcome to apply. Government officials, government employees, and members of the press are not eligible to receive this stipend.

deeplearning.ai TensorFlow Developer Professional Certificate specialization stipend details

- **Amount:** This stipend will give you access to the courses in the deeplearning.ai TensorFlow Developer Professional Certificate specialization offered on Coursera.

- **Attempts:** During that time you can take any of the 4 courses in the specialization. These courses teach the skills that are tested by the certificate exam from Google.

- **Expiration:** The stipend must be used within 6 months of receipt. Access to the deeplearning.ai TensorFlow Developer Professional Certificate specialization on Coursera will expire on that date.
Exam stipend details

- **Amount:** 50% of the total exam cost ($50 USD).
- **Attempts:** One certificate purchase includes one attempt, and this applies to those with stipends as well.
- **Expiration:** If you are awarded a stipend for the exam, you must redeem it to buy an exam entry by April 15 2024 and you must complete the exam by May 31 2024.

Application form

If you are interested in applying, please complete [this application form](#). You will be notified within a few weeks of submitting your application letting you know whether you have been selected.